Abstract e drug discovery opportunities with chemistry, biology and human medicine are increasing by mapping and sequencing the genetic blueprint of humans, mice and other organisms. e realization of the function of 25,000 genes of humans and understanding the biological circles that control these genes will be a crucial starting point for new chemistry technologies. e cellular events that lead to cancer and diseases in human involve aberrant gene expression. Small molecules that can be programmed to mimic transcription factors could be useful tools in biology and potentially in human medicine as they could bind a large repertoire of DNA sequences in the human genome.
Introduction
Polyamides are synthetic oligomers that can be programmed to read the DNA double helix. ey bind chromatin and have been shown to regulate endogenous genes in cell culture. ey are cell permeable. (To bind chromatin is not necessarily to bind DNA.
Binding chromatin means to bind DNA/histones/proteins associated to DNA/DNA marks like methyl groups. Binding DNA is usually reserved to having a nity to the phosphate backbone or the sugar or the nucleotides) To regulate endogenous gene expression by DNA-binding polyamides, the molecules require e ective nuclear localization. e work that has been done previously in employing confocal microscopy to study uptake of uorophore-labeled polyamides has demonstrated the di culty of predicting the nuclear uptake of a given polyamide. e data suggests that dye identity in uences the uptake su ciently such that a dye-conjugate cannot be used as a proxy for unlabeled analogs (quantum-dots). 
